
“A big industry challenge is the oversaturation of 

content. How do I differentiate Gannett and make 

sure that advertisers know we are the best? Tubular 

really played a huge part in helping us brainstorm 

and ideate what video franchises we should release 

in order to create a better value prop for our 

consumers, our users, and our advertisers.”

Ilana Levin

Head of Video Sales

USA TODAY

“Tubular helps us identify whitespace, particularly  

in social. It’s helping us to understand who the leaders  

are in particular categories. We use Tubular to  

get at the type of videos that we think our readers  

and viewers will watch and want to consume, as  

a one-stop shop looking across social platforms  

in one consolidated dashboard.”

Russ Torres

VP of Digital Video Content and Strategy

USA TODAY

Gannett
Gannett evaluated white space opportunities and drove new franchise 
strategies through Tubular’s video and audience data.

Business Challenge: 

Gannett is a leading mass-media company that 

reaches 43% of U.S. online internet population through 

properties including USA Today and 109 local media 

organization across 34 states and Guam. Gannett 

needed to maintain leadership in a new distributed 

digital video age by producing engaging video 

content. For sales, Gannett needed to demonstrate 

to advertisers an accurate, objective measure of 

Gannett’s compelling video audience value. 

 
Content Strategy and Reporting Solution: 

With Tubular and video data insights, Gannett’s 

content team learned what was working in the news 

space, adapted to content trends, and sourced specific 

content strategies with video performance metrics, all 

in one place. The team was able to create specifically 

for social platforms and expand its franchises’ 

audiences, including its ‘Kind franchises (1B+ views 

yearly), Blue Point Originals, and Travel channel.

Sales Effectiveness: 

After executing on its right modern distributed 

video content strategy, Gannett was able to use 

performance metrics to differentiate its brand to 

advertisers, dramatically increasing the pre-roll sold 

year-over-year. Over time, social video created more 

opportunities for its audience to connect with a story 

and bring readership to Gannett’s platform, generating 

audience loyalty and revenue.
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